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As a graduate of the U.S. Merchant Marine
Academy, McLintock drove merchant
ships to Europe, The Med, South America
and Asia. Later, at IBM and several
high-tech startups, he sold computer and
telecommunications
systems
in
19
countries. His 50 year career touched many
unique characters, some famous like Steve
Jobs and some infamous, like Fred Smith
(name changed to protect the guilty).
Outsmarting Trumps Wall is the first in a
collection of interconnected novels. Book
1 incorporates a 1944 Grumman Widgeon,
restored and flown by McLintock in The
Florida Everglades during the 80s, while
Cocaine Cowboys waged drug wars for
rich turf in Miami. Discussion of Donald
Trumps Mexico-USA Wall has forced
Mexicos Drug Cartel to explore other paths
to its biggest market - America. A WW II
Sub Hunter, the Grumman Widgeon,
provides smugglers a perfect way to bypass
even the most sophisticated border
defenses. Outsmarting Trumps Wall is a
novel that features the WWII Grumman
amphibian airplane flying cocaine from
Mexico, landing in the sea near Floridas
Everglades, and selling the illegal cargo
into the rich American market. A drug
runners Widgeon crashes, millions in cash
fall into the hands of McLintock, a senior
citizen cruising aboard his small sailboat;
suddenly he is on the run from the
murderous Drug Cartel who want their
cash back.
Subsequent novels in the
collection, chronicle our aging Super Hero,
evading Cartel hit-men in a cat-and-mouse
chase that spans the globe; McLintock
stays alive by using his knowledge of the
best and the worst places in the world,
using flying or sailing skills and paying his
way with blood-stained hundred dollar
bills. Retired in Texas, McLintock is now
releasing the series of novels that disclose
his adventures in Israel, Europe and South
America; his lawyer believes that the
statute of limitations and the use of false
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names will render the author bullet proof
when the facts hit the fan.
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